
Aura Breakdown
Before & After Reiki

Edward Delong’s Aura on September 20, 2020

Something to note, I draw the inner aura as if you are standing right in front of me. Which
means it has a flipped effect, so the right side of the photo is actually your left (the side that

represents the feminine) and vise versa.

To get the most out of your reading, think about what these colors mean to you, what they
remind you of. To help further understand placement meanings, think of the color traits and the

body part it is hovering over. Compare the color traits to what you use that body part for.

On the left we have your inner aura before the session, and on the right is your aura right after
the session. Most of the colors have remained consistent and have just changed their layout
and vibrancy. A few things to note, on the left the V shape is off center, and I believe this is

because of your chakras being out of alignment, on the right you can see that the colors have
changed form and have been brought to the center.

The one color that shifted out entirely is the tiny bit of gray cloud that was surrounding your
head. The red both shifted out and the bits that were your own aura rebalanced themselves into

a deep pink.

The double diamond may have a few different meanings behind depending on how this shape
may resonate with you. I can say that the diamond has been regarded as a symbol of unity with

the Earth and unity with all creatures and things.
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Purple

Let’s look at the purple shade first. The Before pic shows a deeper shade of purple, this is the
color that I associate with the unawakened spiritual gifts. The After photo shows purple coming
in through your crown chakra and filling your abdomen area. The purple is lined with the same
tone as the Before, but if you look closely it fades into a lighter purple variant before morphing

into the orange/yellow hues. This to me looks like your gifts are now in the process of
awakening and your crown chakra is receiving divine guidance. Looking at the After crown a

little more, there is a tinge of pink in at as well which shows that it is a loving guidance you are
receiving.

Lavender was apparent in both auras, the Before was on the right foot and the After it is still on
the foot but is also in the right hand. Lavender appears in those who work closely with the Earth
and those who show an affinity for natural healing practices and spiritual gifts that stem directly
from the Earth. The lavender in your feet (along with the green) shows you pulling this strength

up through you and channeling it out your right hand.

Speaking of hands, what are those shapes about? The palms of our hands are crucial energetic
centers, they are their own chakras. It is where we take in and push out a lot of our energy and
frequency. Practitioners are often known to have spirals within their palms, as the spiral is the

base of Reiki 1 with Cho Ku Rei. The spiral in general is an energetic shape used to funnel
energy in and out, depending on its direction of flow. The yellow of the hand suggests that this

type of channeling will bring joy and align with that core yellow color within you

Now your other hand has an almost sun like shape to it that is red, with a lavender backing. This
is a first for me, it’s not only a unique shape but also a unique color for a palm energy center.
Red is the color of burning passion, force, love, drive, the sun is a bringer of life and energy.

Lavender is the color of soothing. What it means is out of my hands and for you to determine in
time.

Green

While green has stayed mostly in the same location, the flow of green has increased. It looks to
have shifted into a more vine like pattern that reaches into a blooming pink-blue flower.

As mentioned in the session, green coming through the feet symbolizes an energy being pulled
from Mother Earth. When this happens it shows that we are being balanced and strengthened

by the very land beneath our feet.

Green is the color of balance and prosperity. When green is naturally a part of someone’s aura it
indicates a person with a good head on their shoulders. Someone who is responsible with their
finances and good with money. Greens are often given very challenging roles in life but carry
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them with grace. Green’s are notoriously health conscious and exhibit commendable self
control. That being said, they are almost always down for a good time and enjoy the good life.
Green’s are very loyal, but aren’t afraid to step away if betrayed. They are also creative and

often good with color matching.

Yellow

Yellow is the color of joy and optimism. It’s an energetic color that often attracts others in, as
does white. Yellow’s are both intellectual and intuitive. They are easy-going and go with the flow
of things. They don’t mind a sudden change of plans and actually prefer it if it means something

better comes along.Yellow auras often have an open curiosity about things and the world
around them. They like to understand and to investigate, especially if it means an adventure is

in store. Yellow’s also make great friends, they constantly motivate the people around them
even if they have a hard time motivating themselves.

Orange

So orange actually emerged during the session, it wasn’t detectable at all in the Before, but is
shown within the diamonds and the iris of your third eye.

Orange is largely the color of spontaneity. Orange’s love adventure, they love exploring, they
love indulging in their wants and desires and living life to the most. They are warm in demeanor

and a bit fearless at times. As it is the color associated with the sacral chakra, the sex and
creative center, it shows a natural joy for these things as well.

As I mentioned in the session, the iris of your third eye is orange (with a splash of yellow) which
shows that you look at life with a more adventure seeking and optimistic outlook. The eyelids of
your third eye are indigo in shade, which is also the color associated with the third eye and the

seer.

Pink Variants

You have a variety of pink from a pale almost baby pink to a near fuschia, a deep brilliant pink.
Some of the red in the Before actually balanced itself out into a deep pink.

The deep pinks have an eye for style. They are all about presentation. They are known to love
fun, thrive in passion and sensual beauty. The lighter pinks are known as the caretakers and
romantics. They are good with animals and kids. They are extremely generous in nature and

prefer relationships that will reciprocate their generosity. They are fiercely protective over their
people and are extremely reliable as friends. Pinks are often very insightful and understand

emotions well as they are often very connected to their own, and therefore give good comfort
(paired with yellow who excel in advice giving it’s a good match).
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The pink passion that rises from your left foot and throughout your body into the flower petal
feels like a passion based interest that will fuel you forward.

Blue Variants

You have mostly a light blue but also a wave of a deeper sky blue. Blue’s are the peacemakers.
They are very empathetic and understanding, and are not judgemental. As blue is the color of
water, blue auras are very go with the flow type individuals. They are usually decisive, creative
in their solution making, and highly intuitive. They are sympathetic to others and make great

leaders.

Light blues are very playful and bubbly. They maintain a positive attitude and are rather sweet
natured. They can and should rely on their feelings and gut instincts as they tend to be more in

tune and sensitive than other aura colors. Light blue’s tend to be open minded and enjoy
exploring the spiritual.

White with Rainbows

One very potent color associated with spiritual healing, it looks more opalescent then white with
rainbows but my art skills only go so far. This is the color I see surrounding Reiki practitioners
and those who have just had a Reiki healing. Possessing the white and rainbow before any

Reiki was introduced shows that your interest in Reiki resonates with your souls mission. Reiki
will likely come naturally to you if/when you choose to learn it. You already contain the ability to
perform energetic healing, Reiki is just one mode to harness it. The energetic centers that have
awakened in your hands also back this up, if you start practicing now, I would not be surprised if

you could already create and feel an energetic flow.

The white that surrounds your entire body is a glow emitted from your spirit guides presence
around you and the Reiki energy still surrounding your energy.

Ancestor Summary

Just to note- sometimes when I channel the information evaporates from my mind the moment
after I say it. I will go over all the things I remember- if you remember me saying something that
is not mentioned, know it is because for whatever reason the powers that be want you to know it

and only you.

You have lived many lives and gathered many friends, they are here to help you now. Some are
in physical form, others are not. It is not necessary or wise to know all of your past lives. The

lives and guides that do step forward and spirits from them come because they have wisdom or
assistance to give that relates to your life now and the path ahead.
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The first one to step forward was a Native American War Chief, someone very close to you in a
life several forms back. You were very close to this man in many ways, and it feels that you both

leaders. Like part of the tribal council. The location feels slightly north west of Lake Superior,
and it feels like the tribe was not properly documented before going extinct. It was a smaller
tribe of the region. The guidance here was that many of their practices and teachings would
return to you, in many forms one being meditation (when it is ready to be received) for you to
bring it back into the world again. This is not something you need to work toward, it will come

when it is ready to and when you are ready for it.

There is also some vague recollection in my mind of a South American woman, someone
extraordinarily protective of you and follows I believe your mother’s line many many many

generations back. I think she lived in the Incan Empire, and you may have lived with her as her
son (hence the fierce protection). Sometimes spirits live a few lives down one family line. There
was a point where a map popped into my head of the Americas geography and I saw three red

glowing dots, one left of lake superior, one near the Gulf of California, and one farther south
east next to the Gulf of Mexico.

Also you did the extraordinary thing of healing a passed on family member who could not cross
over by being authentic to who you are and abolishing his fear. Bravo.

There was and is an astral spirit with you, something that looked like a small griffin, with maybe
a different animal fusion. It was adorable in all honesty, kinda like having a wicked smart and

playful dog. The name that came to mind was and still is Patrice. She’s always with you, like a
fierce little guard dog. In time you may learn to connect with her in your own way.

Your spirit guides are urging me to tell you to remember to fortify your auric shield on a daily
basis. When you wake up in the morning, just take a moment to visualize a golden bubble

surrounding you and healing any tears in your auric shield, nothing is allowed to pass through
this shield that isn’t in your highest good.

*Edward specifically asked for an ancestor guided reading*
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